Accessories

To compliment the range of Detectors and photocells, Royce Thompson has a wide range of accessories listed below;

01 Rotaflash Beacon Controller
The optimum controller for flashing beacons delivering reliable and accurate flashing with manual synchronization and low energy consumption.

02 Rotaloc NEMA Socket
Provides a high quality NEMA socket for Royce Thompson photocells.

03 Rotaloc Wall Bracket
Provides a robust mounting bracket for Rotaloc NEMA bases.

04 Power-Tap Adapter
Provides a temporary supplementary pole top power outlet.

05 B16 Shorting Plug
For testing or activation of the circuit prior to all photocells being installed.

06 B13 Photocell Power Relay
A 30 amp relay for controlling multiple photocells enabling group switching. Ideal when the load exceeds the capacity of individual photocells.